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Calendar of Industrial Pioneers. 
October 15, r889. Sir Daniel .Gooch died.-An 

eminent locomotive engineer and industrial ad
ministrator, Gooch served an apprenticeship in 
Stephenson's works at Newcastle, and at the age of 
twenty-one became locomotive superintendent to 
the Great Western Railway. He invetl.ted the Gooch 
link gear, experimented on the resistance of the 
atmosphere to trains in motion, designed a self
registering dynamometer, and built many fine broad
gauge engines. After resigning his position, he 
played an important part in the establishment of 
telegraphic communication between England and 
America, and from l865 to 1887 was chairman of 
the Great Western Railway. 

October 17, 1907. Gustav Adolf Zeuner died.
Bom in Chemnitz, Noveml:;>er 30, 1828, and educated 
at the Mining Academy at Freiberg, Zeuner as a 
professor of engineering did important work at 
Zurich, Freiburg, and Dresden, while his writings 
were highly valued by engineers. He founded the 
German journal Zivilingenieur, and he was widely 
known for his works on value gear and on technical 
thermodynamics. 

October x8, 1903. Gordon McKay died.-The most 
successful inventor of boot-sewing machinery, McKay, 
who was born in Massachusetts in 1818, made an 
immense fortune which he bequeathed to Harvard 
University for science professorships and laboratories. 

October x8, 1918. Marcel Deprez died.-For nearly 
forty years Deprez devoted himself to the applica
tion of electricity to industrial purposes. He solved 
many of the problems connected with the trans
mission of high-tension electricity, invented the 
compound winding for dynamos and devised measuring 
instruments. From 1890 he was professor of in
dustrial electricity at the Conservatoire des Arts et 
Metiers. 

October 19, 1749. William Ged died.-The inventor 
of stereotyping, Ged was born in 1690 and became a 
goldsmith in Edinburgh. In 1725 he took out a 
patent for developing Van de Mey's idea of sub
stituting for movable type solid pla tes cast from 
type, and four years later he endeavoured without 
success to introduce his methods in London. His 
subsequent career was one of disappointment, and he 
died in poverty. 

October 19, r897. George Pullman died.-Pullman, 
to whom the world owes the modern railway carriage, 
was born in 1831 in New York State, and in 1859 
settled at Chicago, where he began experimenting on 
the construction of sleeping-cars, his first successful 
car, the " Pioneer," being built in 1863 at a cost of 
3oool.-4oool. The Pullman Palace Car Company 
was founded in 1867; extensive works were laid out 
in 1879, and at the time of Pullman's death more 
than 15,000 men were employed in them. The 
sleeping-car was introduced into England in 1875. 

October 21, 1896. James Henry Grea-thead died.
Trained as a civil engineer under Barlow, Greathead 
devised the " Greathead " shield, which has since 
been extensively used for driving tunnels. 

October 21, 1902. Sidney Howe Short died.
Regarded as one of the most brilliant electrical 
engineers of his day, Short was a native of Columbus, 
Ohio, where he was born, October 8 , 1858. Educated 
at the Ohio State University, at the age of twenty 
he suc-ceeded Mendenhall as professor of physics 
there, and two years afterwards removed to Denver, 
Colorado. Resigning his chair in 1885, he took up 
practical work and did pioneer work in connexion 
with electric railways. E . C. S. 
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Societies and Academies. 
SwANSEA. 

Institute of Metals, September 22.-F. L. Brady: 
The structure of eutectics. An attempt has been made 
to correlate the micro-structure of solidified eutectics, 
mainly those between metals and metallic compounds, 
with the physical properties of the component metals. 
The surface t ension of the molten metal and the 
cohesive force acting during crystallisation seem to be 
the main· forces influencing the final structure. The 
eutectics examined fall into three classes: "globular," 
" lamellar," and "angular." · The structures agree 
with what would be expected from theoretical con
siderations of the .effects of surface tension and 
cohesion.-M. Cook : The antimony-bismuth system. 
The two metals form an isomorphous series of alloys. 
The liquidus curve is perfectly smooth and the solidus 
is horizontal at 270° C. ·UP to 6o per cent. of antimony, 
after which it rises steeply to the freezing-point of 
antimony. Chill-cast and slowly cooled specimens 
reveal duplex structures, but with prolonged anneal
ing-550 hours at 275° C.-the alloys become 
homogeneous. Twin crystals and peculiar banded 
effects were observed in some of the annealed speci
mens . Possibly the twin crystals are formed during 
solidification of the alloy by stresses due to expansion, 
and grew on annealing. The nature of the "bands" 
has not been definitely ascertained, though they are 
not considered to be slipbands.-A. jefferson: The 
cause of red stains on silver-plated work. The 
Sheffield Silver Trade Technical Society appointed a 
committee to examine this subject. It was established 
experimentally that the red stain is caused by the 
indiscriminate use of rouge in the finishing and 
polishing processes, through the absorption of the 
rouge into the open pores of the heated surface, the 
heat being evolved by the friction of the hand or 
finishing "dolly."-Q. A . Mansuri: Intermetallic 
actions. The system thallium-arsenic. By thermal 
and microscopic analysis it was shown that thallium 
and arsenic do not act chemicallv with each other 
nor do they form solid solutions ;" they alloy in all 
proportions. Arsenic dissolves in molten thallium 
and lowers its freezing-point until a solution of 8·oi 
per cent. arsenic freezes at the eutectic temperature 
of 215° C. Then the freezing-points of the alloys 
rise gradually to 240° C. All alloys containing from 
13 to about 40 per cent. arsenic begin to freeze at 
240° C. and are made up of two layers-the upper 
layer rich in arsenic while the lower rich in thallium. 
Beyond 40 per cent. arsenic, to nearly pure arsenic, 
the solution is uniform and the two layers disappear. 
By heating such substances in evacuated, sealed glass 
tubes and applying the hot junction of the couple 
in close contact with the outside of the glass tube, 
the couple is almost as sensitive as when dipped in 
the molten substance.-F. Johnson and W. Gr.antley 
jones : New forms of apparatus for determining the 
linear shrinkage and for bottom-pouring of cast 
metals and alloys, accompanied by data on the 
shrinkage and hardness of cast . copper-zinc alloys. 
The shrinkage values of chill-cast copper-zinc 
were higher in general than those obtained for sand
cast bars by previous investigators. Pure electrolytic 
metals were used, and most of the alloys were poured 
at a temperature interval of approximately II5° C. 
above their liquidi, the mould being kept at a constant 
temperature by a jacket of water maintained at the 
boiling-point. The bottom-pouring apparatus has 
the advantage of (a) control of pouring temperature; 
(b) facility for registering temperature of metal ; (c) 
absence of delay between attai,nment of ;equired 
pouring-temperature .and release nf metal mto the 
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mould ; (d) control of rate Qf pouring ; (e) exclusion 
of dross from stream of metal; and (f) mitigation 
of" zinc-fume." Uniformity of hardness was secured 
by annealing. For the annealed bars the Brinell curve 
showed an increase of hardness over the range I oo 
to 88 per cent. copper. From 88 to 72 per cent. 
copper hardness was constant, a slight fall setting 
in at about 72 per cent. copper and persisting to 
63 per cent., at which point a rapid increase set in 
with the appearance of the f:l-constituent. With the 
exception of a smftll dip in the curve, between 53 
,and so per cent. copper, the increase is maintained 
to 45 per cent. copper. The changes of scleroscopic 
hardness with composition are similar but less 
pronounced. The hardening capacity of the a-brasses 
under cold-work increases rapidly with increase of 
zinc up to a maximum near 75 per cent. copper. 
The rolled strips, after close annealing, were re,-tested 
for hardness ; the range of uniform hardness is 
slightly restricted and the succeedirg fall (between 
70 and 63 per cent. copper) . is more pronounced.
F. W. Harris : The hardness of the brasses, and 
some experiments on its measurement by means of a 
strainless indentation. The theories generally ad
vanced with regard to the connexion between 
hardness and internal constitution have been, in the 
main, substantiated. A slight maximum occurs in 
the middle of the a-phase .and a small depression in 
the f:l-phase. The " absolute " hardness for the 
series was compared with the Brinell hardness by 
means of curves. 

PARIS. 

Academy of Sciences, September II.-M. L. 
Maquenne in the chair.-L. Cuenot and L. Mercier : 
The loss of the faculty of flight in parasitic Diptera. 
The hypothesis generally admitted is that the atrophy 
of the wings is the result of non-usage connected ' 
with the parasitic mode of life. The authors give 
the results of a series of observations directlyopposed 
to this view.-E. Merlin: A mobile space attached 
to a network.-P. Urysohn : Cantorian multiplicities. 
D. Riabouchinski: The equations of motion in two 
dimensions, of solids in a liquid with vortices.-Henri 
Villat: Plane vortex movements in a fluid containing 
solid walls.-M. Thiebaut : The c01yposition of the 
iridescent marls. These marls contain three main 
constituents: carbonates (dolomite and calcite), a 
silicate which is not a clay, approaching celadonite 
and bravaisite in composition, and detritic elements 
with abundance of white mica and quartz.-W. J. 
Vernadsky: The problem of the decomposition of 
kaolin by organisms. In admixture with bacteria, 
diatoms developed well on a nutritive medium, 
containing no silica except combined silica in a 
colloidal clay. From these results it would appear 
that diatoms, either alone or in association with 
bacteria, can decompose the kaolin structure and 
set free alumina.- Cam. de Bruyne : Idioblasts 
and diaphragms in the Nymphace<e.-Matc Romieu : 
A method of selective coloration of the nervous 
system in some invertebrates. Details of the applica
tion of the benzidine-hydrogen peroxide reagent to 
the study of the nervous system of some invertebrates. 
The nerves are coloured blue ; and the nervous 
system as a whole can be seen down to the smallest 
details.-Gabriel Bertrand and M. Mokragnatz : The 
presence of cobalt and nickel in plants. The ashes 
from twenty species of plants have been analysed, 
the parts utilised as food being chosen for examina
tion. Nickel' has been found in all the· plants 'ex
amined in quantities between o·or milligram and 
o·z milligram per kilogram of fresh material: cobalt 
(o·CJOS to 0·3 milligram per kilogram) was found in 
all· cases except oats and carrot. 
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Diary of Societies. 
MONDAY, OCTOBER 16. 

FARADAY SOCIETY AND THE BRITISH COLD STORAGE AND ICE ASSOCIA· 
TION (at Institution of Civil Engineers), at 2.30, 4.45, and 7.45.
Discussion on the Pr.esent Position of the Generation and Utilisation 
of Cold.-Prof. H. Kamerlingh Onnes and others : Laboratory 
Methods of Liquefaction, and Methods of Measuring Low Tempera
tures.-Dr. Crommelin: Description .of the Equipment of the 
Cryogenic Laboratory at Leyden.-M. Claude: The Industrial Manu
facture of Hydrogen by the Partial Liquefaction of Water Gas.
E. A. Griffiths and others. 

CHEMICAL INDUS'I;RY CLUB (at 2 Whitehall Court), at 8.-Annual 
General Meeting. . 

ROYAL GEOGRAPHICAL SOCIETY AND THE ALPINE CLUB . (at Central 
Hall, Westminster), at 8.30.,.--Gen. Bruce, Col. Strutt, Mr. Mallory, 
Capt. Finch, and Major Norton: The Mount Everest Expedition, 
1922. ' . 

TUESDAY, OCTOBER 17. 
ROYAL HORTICULTURAL SOCIETY, at 3.-R. G. Hutton: The Control 

of the Fruit Tree by its Roots. 
ROYAL SOCIETY OF MEDICINE, at 5.-'-GeneralMe·eting of Fellows. 
INSTITUTE OF TRANSPORT (at Institution of Electrical Engineers), 

at 5.30. 
ROYAI, PHOTOGRAPHIC SOCIETY OF GREAT BRITAIN, at 8.-Major 

F. C. V. Laws: The Progressof Aerial Photography. 

WEDNESDAY, OCTOBER 18. 
RoYAL COLLEGE OF PHYSICIANS, at 4.-Dr. A. Chaplin : .darveian 

Oration. 
INSTITUTE OF PHYSICS (at Institution of Electrical Engineers), at 6.

C. C. Paterson : The Physicist in Electrical Engineering (Lectures 
on " Physics in Industry," No. 3). 

ROYAL MICROSCOPICAL SOCIETY, .'>t 8.-Prof. R. Chambers: New 
Apparatus and Methods for the Dissection and Injection of Living 
Cells.-T. F. Connolly: The Specification of a Medical Microscope.-
11. J. Denham: A Micrometric Slide Rule. 

!' THURSDAY, OCTOBER 19. 
ROYAL SOCIETY OF MED.ICINE (Dermatology Section), at 4.30; at 

8.30.-Dr. Savatard: Epithelioma of the Skin. 
ROYAL AERONAUTICAL SOCIETY (at Royal United Service Institution), 

at 5.30.-J. D. North: The Metal Construction of Aeroplanes. 
INSTITUTION OF MINING AND METALLURGY (at Geological Society), 

at 5.30. 
CHILD-STUDY SoomT> \a< J:1,uya1 Sanitary Institute), at 6.-Dr. F. H. 

Hayward : Something Wrong with Intelligence Tests. 
CHEMICAL SOCIETY, at 8.---,Prof. T. M. Lowry: 'Ihe Polarity of Double 

Bonds. An Extension of the Theories of Lapworth and Robinson. 
SOCIETY FOR CONSTRUCTIVE BIRTH CONTROL AND RACIAL PROGRESS 

(at Essex Hall), at 8.-Dr. Marie Stopes: The Ideals and Present 
Position of Constructive Birth Control (Presidential Address). 

FRIDAY, OCTOBER 20. 
INSTITUTION OF MECHANICAL ENGINEERS, at 6.-Dr. H. S. Hele· 

Shaw : Presidential Address. 
JUNIOR INSTITUTION OF ENGINEERS, at 7.30.-G. H. Ayres: Profits 

from Waste Products. 
INSTITUTION OF PRODUCTION ENGINEERS (at Royal Automobile Club), 

at 7.30.-M. R. Lawrence : Presidential Address. 
ROYAL PHOTOGRAPHIC SOCIETY OF GREAT BRITAIN, at 8.-G. A. 

Clarke: Record Work in Cloud Photography. 

PUBLIC LECTURES. 

SATURDAY, OCTOBER 14. 
H6RNIMAN MUSEUM (Forest Hill), at 3.30.-H. Shaw : Flight in all 

Ages. 
MONDAY, October 16. 

ROYAL COLLEGE OF SURGEONS OF ENGLAND, at 5.-Prof. Shattock: 
The Anatomical Results of Inflammation. 

CITY OF LONDON Y.M.C.A. (186 Aldersgate Street), at 6.-Dr. E. L. 
Ash : Mind and Health. 

TUESDAY, OCTOBER 17. 
GRESHAM COLLEGE (Basinghall Street), at 6.-A. R. Rinks :Astronomy. 

Succeeding Lectures on October 18, 19, 20. 

WEDNESDAY, OCTOBER 18.1 
SCHOOL OF ORIENTAL STUDIES, at 5.-J. W. Robertson Scott:. lm· 

prcssions of the J11panese. . . . . . 
UNIVERSITY COLLEGE, at 5.30.-SIT Richard Pa<!et. Bart. : The Nature 

and Reproduction of Speech Sounds. 

THURSDAY, OCTOBER 19. 
UNIVERSITY COLLEGE, at 4.-Dr. T. G. Pinches: Babel and its Gods. 
CITY OF LONDON· Y.M.C.A. (186 Aldersgate Street), at 6.-Sir D'Arcy 

J?ower : Surgery in the City of London. 

FRIDAY, OCTOBER 20. 
ROYAl; COLLEGE OF SURGEONS OF ENGLAND, at 5 .. Arthur Keith: 

Hydrocephaly., . . 
BEDFORD COLLEGE FOR WOMEN, at 5.30.-F. H. Marshall: The 

Early Oivilisation of Ionia. 

SATURDAY, OcTOBER 21. 
liORNIMAN li1USEUM (Forest Hill), at 3.30.-Miss M. A .. Murray : The 

Nile in the Life and Religion of the Ancient Egyptians; 
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